In this review, we present an overview on metal amidoboranes, which have recently been considered as hydrogen storage materials for fueling of the low temperature fuel cells. We focus on amidoborane salts containing only metal cations and amidoborate anions. During the last decades, 19 new compounds from this group were described in the literature. We provide a summary of various physical and chemical properties of amidoborane compounds reported up to date.
Introduction
Amidoboranes, also named as amidotrihydroborates (MNH2BH3, MAB), constitute a constantly growing family of hydrogen-rich ammonia borane [1] [2] [3] [4] derivatives. Amidoboranes comprise metal cations and monovalent amidoborate anions [NH2BH3 − , AB − ]. Known for nearly 80 years, they were recently rediscovered and are now the subject of intense research [5] (Figure 1 ).
Ammonia borane, the parent compound of amidoborane salts, was synthesized and characterized for the first time by Shore and Perry in 1955 [1] . Sixty years after its first synthesis, ammonia borane is still the subject of intensive experimental and theoretical studies [1] [2] [3] [4] [6] [7] [8] [9] , and has been the subject of several reviews [10, 11] . Ammonia borane has one of the highest gravimetrical hydrogen capacities (19.6 wt%) among all known chemical compounds [1] . Thus, it is a very convenient starting material for preparation of new hydrogen storage materials [12] . depend on the grain size of the material or even on the synthesis method. All amidoborane salts are highly sensitive against water and moisture, which cause hydrolysis to ammonia borane and respective metal hydroxide [23, 81] or to boric acid [82] . Because of high reactivity against moisture and water, amidoborane compounds are typically stored and processed under inert atmosphere, mostly common argon, nitrogen or helium. Some of the compounds seem to be unstable at room temperature, thus they should be cooled down and stored at low temperature to preserve their properties [24] .
All amidoborane salts exhibit properties typical of protonic-hydridic hydrogen storage materials because the amidoborate anions contain both the hydrogen atoms with partial positive charge (H δ+ in NH 2 groups) and those with partial negative charge (H δ-in BH 3 groups). Amidoborate anions differ from ammonia borane molecules by substitution of one protonic hydrogen atom in each molecule with a metal cation. The shortest M-N distances in amidoborane crystals (e.g., Li-N, 1.98 Å [18] ; Na-N, 2.35 Å [18] ; K-N, 3.10 Å [25] ; Ca-N, 2.383 Å [19] ; etc.) are obviously much longer than the H-N distances in ammonia borane molecule (N-H, 0.85 Å [3] ); the M-N bonds in the former are usually quite ionic [18] .
The parent ammonia borane crystallizes in the I4mm space group (HT form [3] ) or in the Pmn2 1 (the LT form below 224 K [4] ). Amidoborane salts are not isostructural with ammonia borane and crystallize in various lower symmetry space groups. In Tables 1 and 2 , we have listed crystallographic data available in the literature for a handful comparison of ammonia borane with mono-and bimetallic amidoborane salts, for which crystal structures have been solved or their diffraction patterns have been successfully indexed in a given unit cell.
Amidoboranes form crystals where amidoborate anions coordinate metal cations with either (NH 2 ) or/and (BH 3 ) groups. The bond lengths in amidoborate anions (N-H, ca. 0.9-1.1 Å; B-H, ca. 1.1-1.2 Å; and B-N, ca. 1.56-1.58 Å) are comparable with the corresponding bond lengths in ammonia borane molecules (HT form: N-H, 0.85(7) Å; and B-H, 1.11(4) Å [3] ) ( Table 2) . It is worth mentioning that the B-N bond length is usually slightly shorter (by 0.012-0.067 Å) in amidoborate anions than in ammonia borane molecules (HT form: 1.597(3) Å [3] ). Volume of one formula unit of all amidoborane salts may be estimated with reasonable accuracy by simply adding the calculated volumes of amidoborate anion (ca. 60 Å 3 ) and the respective metal cations.
Among all known amidoborane salts, only two pairs of compounds are monometallic α-LiAB and NaAB crystallizing in Pbca space group [18] and bimetallic Na 2 Mg(AB) 4 and K 2 Mg(AB) 4 crystallizing in I4 1 /a space group [44, 45] .
Light alkali metal (α-LiAB, β-LiAB, NaAB, and KAB) amidoboranes crystallize in Pbca space group [18, 20, 21, 25] . β-LiAB [20, 21] and KAB [25] , with Z = 16, have twice as big unit cell than α-LiAB and NaAB, both with Z = 8 [18] . RbAB and CsAB crystallize with Z = 4 in monoclinic space group P2 1 /c and orthorhombic space group Pnam, respectively [26] . Ca(AB) 2 and Sr(AB) 2 both crystallize in C2 space group but they are not isostructural and their atomic coordinates are quite different from each other [19, 43] . If space group assignment is correct, these would be the only amidoboranes that lack the inversion center (polar space group) and their unit cells exhibit an uncompensated dipole moment. In fact, the heavy-atom sublattice of Ca(AB) 2 may be symmetrized to centrosymmetric C2/m at crude threshold. LiNa(AB) 2 and NaAl(AB) 4 have the lowest (triclinic) symmetry among all amidoborane salts [39, 41] . Na 2 Mg(AB) 4 and K 2 Mg(AB) 4 form isostructural crystals with the highest symmetry among amidoborane salts (I4 1 /a) [44, 45] . Crystal structures of amidoborane salts listed above are presented in Figures 2 and 3 .
Crystal structure of Y(AB) 3 [38] and NaMg(AB) 3 [41] were not solved but their powder X-ray patterns were successfully indexed and fitted using the LeBail method. Crystal structures of other synthesized amidoborane salts have not yet been determined. The crystal structures of metal amidoboranes are often unprecedented and show great variety ( Figures 2 and 3) ; this is due to a low symmetry of the amidoborate anion, and its flexibility to bind to metal cations, involving both the lone pair on N atom, and the three hydride terminal at B atom. We presented general perspective views over each crystal structure showing unit cells along selected axis perpendicular to the plane of the picture (Figure 2 ). To analyze crystal packing and cation-anion connectivity, for simplicity, we have also represented the entire amidoborate anion by a single dummy atom, X, sitting in the middle of the B-N bond in an axonometric view over the unit cells (Figure 3 ). such representation leads to facile analysis of anion-cation sublattice as well as inter-ionic interactions. Moreover, the nearest anionic neighbors of a given cation may now be identified. To show interactions between metal cations and amidoborate anions, we also present fragments of the unit cells of amidoborane salts showing coordination polyhedra of metal cations (Figure 4 ).
The crystal structures of α-LiAB [18, 19] and NaAB [18, 21] consist of double layers of cations and anions, with dihydrogen bonds linking the layers together. Interestingly, one of the anions is much closer to the cation than two others; thus, the crystal structures of α-LiAB [18, 19] and NaAB [18, 21] can be viewed as quasi-molecular as far as weaker stabilizing interactions are omitted. By quasi-molecular, we mean here that there is just one close cation-anion contact, the others being substantially longer. β-LiAB [20, 21] has a similar structure but with somewhat more complex pattern of cation-anion bonding with the local electric dipoles alternating along the c axis and the ab diagonal. KAB [25] repeats the double-layer motif, but the layers are now more puckered and each potassium cation is linked to three close anions thus forming a polymeric network. Both heaviest alkali metal amidoboranes, those of rubidium and cesium, do not show the presence of any low-dimensional polymeric sublattices; they are ionic compounds where anions are shared by at least three and even up to five metal cations [26] . For RbAB and CsAB, the distances M-B and M-N (Rb-B: 3.189-5.591 Å, Rb-N: 3.076-3.143 Å [26] ; Cs-B: 3.680-3.854 Å, and Cs-N: 3.340-3.535 Å [26] ) are comparable with respective distances in borohydrides (Rb-B: 3.541 Å [83] ; and Cs-B: 3.71 Å [83] ) and amides (Rb-N: 3.140-3.355 Å [84] ; and Cs-N: 3.515 Å [85] ). The changes observed in the Li-Cs series are obviously due to an increasing ionic radius of alkali metal cations, and enhances ionicity of chemical bonding down the Group 1.
A similar trend may be observed when comparing the crystal structures of Ca(AB) 2 [19] and Sr(AB) 2 [43] . While the former is quasi-molecular, with two closest anions linked to Ca site in the quasi-linear fashion, the latter comprises bent Sr(AB) 2 units that are in fact interconnected in 2D sheets, with each AB´anion shared between two neighboring Sr 2+ cations. One may expect that crystal structure of not-yet-synthesized Ba(AB) 2 would form extended polymeric network, just like RbAB or CsAB [26] .
Crystal structure of LiNa(AB) 2 [39] contains isolated Li 2 (AB) 4 2´d ianions (linked only via weak dihydrogeen bonds into 1D chains) as well as Na + cations. This form clearly originates from transfer of AB´anions from a stronger Lewis base, NaAB, to a Lewis acid, LiAB. The same situation is observed for Na 2 Mg(AB) 4 [44] , which consists of isolated Mg(AB) 4 2´d ianions and Na + cations. K 2 Mg(AB) 4 [45] and NaAl(AB) 4 [41] also comprise the isolated Mg(AB) 4 2´a nd Al(AB) 4´a nions, respectively, together with alkali metal cations. Coordination spheres of metal cations in the lattice of amidoborane salts are dependent on the size of the cation and type of crystal structure. Li + cations are coordinated by four amidoborate anions in α-LiAB [19] , β-LiAB [21] and LiNa(AB) 2 [39] . In LiNa(AB) 2 [39] , Li + cations are coordinated by three N atoms and one hydridic H atom, each in a different top of a distorted tetrahedron, while in α-LiAB [19] and β-LiAB [21] Li + cations are surrounded by one N atom and hydridic H atoms, five and six, respectively, where one or two H atoms sit in one top of a distorted tetrahedron. Na + is coordinated by four AB´anions in NaAB [21] , by five AB´anions in LiNa(AB) 2 [39] , and by six ABá nions in NaAl(AB) 4 [41] and Na 2 Mg(AB) 4 [44] , but only in NaAB [21] Na + are coordinated by N atoms. Metal cations in KAB [25] , RbAB [26] , CsAB [26] and Ca(AB) 2 [19] are coordinated by five or six AB´anions, where two of them are facing metal cations with N atmos. Sr 2+ cations are coordinated at least by two N atoms form neighbor AB´anions [33] .
Coordination number of Sr 2+ cations cannot be derived due to lack of hydrogen positions in the solution of Sr(AB) 2 crystal structure [33] . In bimetallic LiNa(AB) 2 [39] , NaAl(AB) 4 [41] , Na 2 Mg(AB) 4 [44] and Na 2 Mg(AB) 4 [45] , tetrahedral complex anions are formed by Li + , Al 3+ and Mg 2+ cations that are coordinated by four AB anions through their N atoms [39, 41, 44, 45] . Respective counter ions, Na + [39, 41, 44] and K + [45] , are coordinated only by hydridic H atoms form amidoborate groups. , β-LiAB [21] , NaAB [21] , KAB [25] , RbAB [26] , CsAB [26] , Ca(AB)2 [19] , Sr(AB)2 [33] , LiNa(AB)2 [39] , NaAl(AB)4 [41] , Na2Mg(AB)4 [44] , and K2Mg(AB)4 [45] . , β-LiAB [21] , NaAB [21] , KAB [25] , RbAB [26] , CsAB [26] , Ca(AB) 2 [19] , Sr(AB) 2 [33] , LiNa(AB) 2 [39] , NaAl(AB) 4 [41] , Na 2 Mg(AB) 4 [44] , and K 2 Mg(AB) 4 [45] . [19] , β-LiAB [21] , NaAB [21] , KAB [25] , RbAB [26] , CsAB [26] , Ca(AB)2 [19] , Sr(AB)2 [33] , LiNa(AB)2 [39] , NaAl(AB)4 [41] , Na2Mg(AB)4 [44] , and K2Mg(AB)4 [45] ) emphasizing the cation-anion connectivity. Anion is represented by a dummy atom (black ball) sitting at the middle of the BN bond. [19] , β-LiAB [21] , NaAB [21] , KAB [25] , RbAB [26] , CsAB [26] , Ca(AB) 2 [19] , Sr(AB) 2 [33] , LiNa(AB) 2 [39] , NaAl(AB) 4 [41] , Na 2 Mg(AB) 4 [44] , and K 2 Mg(AB) 4 [45] ) emphasizing the cation-anion connectivity. Anion is represented by a dummy atom (black ball) sitting at the middle of the BN bond. , β-LiAB [21] , NaAB [21] , KAB [25] , RbAB [26] , CsAB [26] , Ca(AB)2 [19] , Sr(AB)2 [43] , LiNa(AB)2 [39] , NaAl(AB)4 [41] , Na2Mg(AB)4 [44] , and K2Mg(AB)4 [45] . , β-LiAB [21] , NaAB [21] , KAB [25] , RbAB [26] , CsAB [26] , Ca(AB) 2 [19] , Sr(AB) 2 [43] , LiNa(AB) 2 [39] , NaAl(AB) 4 [41] , Na 2 Mg(AB) 4 [44] , and K 2 Mg(AB) 4 [45] .
NMR, IR and Raman Spectra of Metal Amidoboranes
Metal amidoboranes exhibit certain similarities in physicochemical properties and spectroscopic characterization (NMR, FTIR, and Raman). Several diagnostic features can be seen for all of them, which help in identification of these compounds ( Figure 5 , for more detailed view of selected amidoborane salts see S1, S6, S8, S10, S12, S13, S16, S19, S22, S23, S25, S27, S31 Supplementary Materials).
Boron-11 nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (either in solution or in the solid state) is one of the most common and accurate techniques for characterization of amidoboranes. 11 B NMR spectra of these salts contain a single characteristic signal at ca.´21 ppm (similar to that seen for the parent ammonia borane [18, 23, 35] On the other hand, the 11 B MAS NMR measurements for the samples in the solid state give one broad peak at about´21 ppm [18, 25, 29, [38] [39] [40] 43, 45] . In Figure 4 , we have shown a collection of the 11 B NMR spectra, while, in Table 3 , we have listed 11 B NMR chemical shifts and J-coupling constants for various amidoboranes present studied so far. Two papers have reported "non-standard" NMR spectra of amidoborane salts; Shimoda et al. studied NaAB with 23 Na NMR [88] and KAB with temperature resolved 39 K NMR spectroscopy [89] . Figure 5 . Comparison of FTIR spectra (left column) and 11 B NMR spectra (right column) of various amidoborane salts. 11 B NMR spectra in solution were selected if available. Spectra of Mg(AB)2 adapted from [16] with permission from Allison L. DeGraffenreid. Spectra of: α-LiAB, NaAB, KAB, RbAB and CsAB adapted from [26] ; LiAl(AB)4 adapted from [40] ; and NaMg(AB)3 adapted from [42] , all with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry. Spectrum of Zn(AB)2 adapted from [34] with permission from Rafal Owarzany. Spectra of Al(AB)3 adapted from [36] . Spectra of Y(AB)3 adapted from [38] with permission from the Journal of Alloys and Compounds. Spectra of NaAl(AB)4 adapted from [41] with permission from John Wiley and Sons. Spectra of KMg(AB)3 and RbMg(AB)3 adapted from [43] with permission from Elsevier. Spectra of Na2Mg(AB) 4 Comparison of FTIR spectra (left column) and 11 B NMR spectra (right column) of various amidoborane salts. 11 B NMR spectra in solution were selected if available. Spectra of Mg(AB) 2 adapted from [16] with permission from Allison L. DeGraffenreid. Spectra of: α-LiAB, NaAB, KAB, RbAB and CsAB adapted from [26] ; LiAl(AB) 4 adapted from [40] ; and NaMg(AB) 3 adapted from [42] , all with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry. Spectrum of Zn(AB) 2 adapted from [34] with permission from Rafal Owarzany. Spectra of Al(AB) 3 adapted from [36] . Spectra of Y(AB) 3 adapted from [38] with permission from the Journal of Alloys and Compounds. Spectra of NaAl(AB) 4 adapted from [41] with permission from John Wiley and Sons. Spectra of KMg(AB) 3 and RbMg(AB) 3 adapted from [43] with permission from Elsevier. Spectra of Na 2 Mg(AB) 4 and K 2 Mg(AB) 4 Infrared absorption and Raman scattering spectroscopy are two other common-and complementary-methods for characterization of metal amidoboranes. The IR and Raman spectra of metal amidoboranes, similar to neat ammonia borane, consist of the two main distinct groups of bands related to stretching vibrations of NH and BH bonds, which fall in the 3200-3400 cm´1 and 2000-2400 cm´1 range, respectively (Tables 4 and 5 ). Other bands originate from deformations of the NH 2 group (1400-1650 cm´1), deformations of BH 3 group (1000-1350 cm´1), stretching vibrations of the BN bond (below 1000 cm´1), and others. It is hard to determine precise range of wavenumbers for these bands because of their partial overlap. Unfortunately, there is no single well defined band with a fixed wavenumber that would be distinctive and common for all metal amidoboranes as the chemical vicinity of amidoborate anion is different for each of them; thus, the band positions in the vibrational spectra turn out to be sensitive markers of interatomic interactions in the solid state. The only generalization that one may make is that the upper bound of the NH stretching region in the spectra of amidoboranes (3200-3400 cm´1) is usually blueshifted with respect to the respective band for ammonia borane (3200-3320 cm´1) [2, 23] . This indicates some stiffening of the N-H vibrons. Table 4 . FTIR experimental data for ammonia borane and various metal amidoboranes. In the table, only the strongest bands for each spectrum region are presented: ν-NH, ν-BH, δ-NH and δ-BH. Data shown in italics were estimated from graphs shown in the cited papers. ND = Not Determined. Table 5 . Raman experimental data for ammonia borane and various metal amidoboranes. In the table, only the strongest bands for each spectrum region are presented: ν-NH, ν-BH, δ-NH and δ-BH. 
Thermal Decomposition of Metal Amidoboranes
Thermal decomposition of amidoborane salts is an exothermic multistep process leading to amorphic polymeric (BNH) n -type products at a relatively low temperature (100-250˝C) or to BN at higher temperature (>350˝C). Hydrogen is the main gaseous product of thermal decomposition of amidoboranes. The first step of the thermal decomposition of amidoborane salts occurs at ca. 60-110˝C resulting in desorption of a single molecule of hydrogen from each formula unit (Table 5) . Further decomposition steps occur at temperatures higher than 100˝C. The second molecule of hydrogen per formula unit is usually desorbed below 250˝C. From the point of view of hydrogen storage for support of low temperature fuel cell systems for automotive use, only hydrogen available below 100˝C can be useful [93] . In this context, most amidoborane salts can offer at most only 2/5 of their hydrogen content.
For comparison, neat ammonia borane undergoes three exothermic decomposition steps (70-112˝C, 135-180˝C, and >450˝C) while releasing one hydrogen molecule per formula unit in each step, which is equivalent to ca. 6.5 wt% mass loss [2, 7, 74, 76, 94] . Neat ammonia borane decomposes via a rapid uncontrollable process while evolving hydrogen contaminated with borazine and monomeric aminoborane [94] . The decoposition can be accelerated using an addition of specific catalyst [77] or changing of the process conditions [95] [96] [97] .
Most amidoborane salts decompose with melting via exothermic reactions (ca.´5 kJ/mol¨H 2 ) which are less exothermic than decomposition of ammonia borane (´20 kJ/mol¨H 2 ). Thermal decomposition of amidoboranes is thermodynamically favorable because of both the enthalpic and the entropic contributions to Gibbs free energy of this reaction being negative. Surprisingly, several bimetallic amidoborane salts decompose via slightly endothermic processes, namely: Ca(AB) 2 (+3.5 kJ/mol) [31] , NaMg(AB) 3 (+3.4 kJ/mol) [42] , Na 2 Mg(AB) 4 [45] and K 2 Mg(AB) 4 [45] . This result proves that thermodynamics of the decomposition process may to some extend be tuned by designing a composition of bimetallic amidoborane salts. A rule of thumb here is that the acid-base reactions stabilize the complex (bimetallic) system [12] , e.g.,
(1)
where KAB serves as a Lewis base, and Mg(AB) 2 as a Lewis acid. This, in turn, leads to less negative (or even positive) enthalpy of thermal decomposition of the product. Possibility of onboard regeneration of a decomposed material is very important when considering amidoborane salts as hydrogen source for automotive use. According to DOE targets, reloading of an "empty" hydrogen store should be possible under mild pressure of hydrogen (ca. 5 bars) within 5 min [93] . The condition of thermodynamic reversibility of absorption-desorption reactions at close-to-ambient (p,T) conditions is an equivalent (except for so-called high-entropy storage systems) to the enthalpy of thermal decomposition falling around +40 kJ/mol. Clearly, since the thermal decomposition of amidoboranes is exothermic or only slightly endothermic, the regeneration process is thermodynamically unfavorable. Indeed, regeneration of decomposed amidoborane salts with gaseous hydrogen under high pressure has not yet been successfully completed, even in the case of the salts decomposing in endothermic reactions [18, 42] . Thus, chemical pathways of regeneration of the discharged material are now under development.
There has been some discussion in the literature whether hydrogen desorbed upon heating of light alkali metal amidoboranes is pure or it contains contaminants which might be harmful for fuel cells catalysts and membranes ( Figure 6 ). A number of papers were published reporting alkali metal amidoboranes as sources of pure hydrogen, e.g., LiAB [18, 19, 86] , NaAB [18, 86] and KAB [25] . On the other hand, several other groups reported for these materials the desorption of hydrogen contaminated with ammonia: α-LiAB [20, 25, 39, 89, 90] , β-LiAB [20] and NaAB [23, 24, 87, 88, 98] . Some amidoborane salts (KAB [25, 89] , Mg(AB) 2 [29] , Al(AB) 3 [35] , and LiAl(AB) 4 [35, 40] ) were reported to desorb pure hydrogen and, currently, there are no contradictory reports. The remaining known amidoborane compounds (RbAB [26] , CsAB [26] , Sr(AB) 2 [43] , Y(AB) 3 [38] , LiNa(AB) 2 [39] , NaAl(AB) 4 [41] , NaMg(AB) 3 [42] , Na 2 Mg(AB) 4 [44] ) decompose releasing hydrogen contaminated with ammonia, diborane or borazine, all of which are harmful for PEM and alkaline fuel cells.
(a) (b) Figure 6 . Comparison of thermal decomposition of NaAB presented by: (a) Xiong et al. [22] reporting NaAB as source of borazine-free hydrogen (Left. Reproduced from reference [22] with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry.); and (b) Fijalkowski et al. [24] reporting contamination of hydrogen with ammonia (Right. Reproduced from reference [24] with permission from the PCCP Owner Societies.). Xiong et al. [22] have not presented any data related to ammonia evolution.
Mechanism of thermal decomposition of amidoboranes is not well determined because of differences in reported observation, however, a few groups proposed possible scenarios of this process. The first step of the most often cited mechanism of hydrogen evolution is identical to that determined for ammonia borane [99] , and it relies on intermolecular recombination of protonic and hydridic hydrogen atoms to form dihydrogen molecule [18, 23, 24] .
Spielmann et al. performed a detailed study on the mechanism of dehydrogenation of Ca(AB)2 suggesting a head-to-tail dimerization of amidoborate anions yielding [HN-BH-NH-BH3] 2-ions [32] , which is in good agreement with mechanism presented earlier by Stowe et al. [99] . Xiong et al., describing thermolysis of LiAB and NaAB, pointed out that the key feature enabling formation of dihydrogen is presence of both positively and negatively charged hydrogen atoms in amidoborate anions [18] . Local recombination of H δ+ and H δ− atoms does not involve mass transport through different phases [18] . In the next paper, Xiong et al. reported formation of amorphous BN along with reformation of NaH upon heating NaAB to 200 °C (see S4 in Supplementary Materials) [22] . Luedke et al. proposed metal ion assisted hydride transfer involving the scission of M-N and B-H bonds resulting in the formation of MH and dimerization of two amidoborate anions upon thermolysis of amidoborane salts [86] . MH further reacts with an imide group of the dimer to release hydrogen molecule. Next, hydrogen molecule is formed in recombination of H δ+ and H δ− atoms [86] . Fijalkowski et al. [23] further proposed an intermolecular transformation of two amidoborate anions forming hypothetical product containing BH3NHNaBH3 − anions and Na[NH3] + cations, which could easily evolve weakly coordinated ammonia [23, 24] . Later, this hypothesis was substantiated by Fijalkowski et al. [87] . The intermolecular step responsible for both ammonia evolution and initiation of the polymerization of the solid residue was finally suggested to correspond to trimerisation of amidoborate anions with the concomitant formation of BH3NH2BH2NH2BH3 − anions and ammonia molecules [87] . The latter hypothesis finds strong support from the X-ray, Raman and FTIR studies [87] . One can find signals from LiBH3NH2BH2NH2BH3 and NaBH3NH2BH2NH2BH3 in the X-ray powder patterns of, e.g., α-LiAB [18] , β-LiAB [20] , NaAB [21] , LiNa(AB)2 [39] and LiAB•AB [55] , synthesized in recent years. LiBH3NH2BH2NH2BH3 and NaBH3NH2BH2NH2BH3 were earlier observed by Evans [100] and Ryan [21] but at that time their role as intermediates of the thermal decomposition of LiAB and NaAB had not yet been understood. Selected mechanism discussed above are presented in Figure 7 [19, 23, 32, 86, 87] [22] reporting NaAB as source of borazine-free hydrogen (Left. Reproduced from reference [22] with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry.); and (b) Fijalkowski et al. [24] reporting contamination of hydrogen with ammonia (Right. Reproduced from reference [24] with permission from the PCCP Owner Societies.). Xiong et al. [22] have not presented any data related to ammonia evolution.
Spielmann et al. performed a detailed study on the mechanism of dehydrogenation of Ca(AB) 2 suggesting a head-to-tail dimerization of amidoborate anions yielding [HN-BH-NH-BH 3 ] 2´i ons [32] , which is in good agreement with mechanism presented earlier by Stowe et al. [99] . Xiong et al., describing thermolysis of LiAB and NaAB, pointed out that the key feature enabling formation of dihydrogen is presence of both positively and negatively charged hydrogen atoms in amidoborate anions [18] . Local recombination of H δ+ and H δ´a toms does not involve mass transport through different phases [18] . In the next paper, Xiong et al. reported formation of amorphous BN along with reformation of NaH upon heating NaAB to 200˝C (see S4 in Supplementary Materials) [22] . Luedke et al. proposed metal ion assisted hydride transfer involving the scission of M-N and B-H bonds resulting in the formation of MH and dimerization of two amidoborate anions upon thermolysis of amidoborane salts [86] . MH further reacts with an imide group of the dimer to release hydrogen molecule. Next, hydrogen molecule is formed in recombination of H δ+ and H δ´a toms [86] . Fijalkowski et al. [23] further proposed an intermolecular transformation of two amidoborate anions forming hypothetical product containing BH 3 NHNaBH 3´a nions and Na[NH 3 ] + cations, which could easily evolve weakly coordinated ammonia [23, 24] . Later, this hypothesis was substantiated by Fijalkowski et al. [87] . The intermolecular step responsible for both ammonia evolution and initiation of the polymerization of the solid residue was finally suggested to correspond to trimerisation of amidoborate anions with the concomitant formation of BH 3 NH 2 BH 2 NH 2 BH 3´a nions and ammonia molecules [87] . The latter hypothesis finds strong support from the X-ray, Raman and FTIR studies [87] . One can find signals from LiBH 3 NH 2 BH 2 NH 2 BH 3 and NaBH 3 NH 2 BH 2 NH 2 BH 3 in the X-ray powder patterns of, e.g., α-LiAB [18] , β-LiAB [20] , NaAB [21] , LiNa(AB) 2 [39] and LiAB¨AB [55] , synthesized in recent years. LiBH 3 NH 2 BH 2 NH 2 BH 3 and NaBH 3 NH 2 BH 2 NH 2 BH 3 were earlier observed by Evans [100] and Ryan [21] but at that time their role as intermediates of the thermal decomposition of LiAB and NaAB had not yet been understood. Selected mechanism discussed above are presented in Figure 7 [19, 23, 32, 86, 87] .
In Table 6 , we summarize experimentally obtained data on thermal decomposition of amidoborane salts. We would like to point out that, for most of the presented compounds, mass loss is not connected exclusively with evolved hydrogen but also other compounds (e.g., ammonia, borazine, and diborane) that are found to be undesired hydrogen contaminants. 
Synthesis, Reactivity and Selected Properties of Metal Amidoboranes
In this section, we describe synthesis, structure and properties of each of the currently known nineteen mono-and bimetallic amidoboranes. 16] . Alternatively, the synthesis can be driven in a 3 h solid-solid reaction in a ball mill, as proposed by Xiong et al. [18] and Wu et al. [19] .
Alkali Metal Amidoboranes
Alternatively, α-LiAB can be obtained from ammonia borane and LiNH 2 as proposed by Genova et al. [38] . This reaction considers formation of an intermediate product (lithium amidoborane amide) in a 6 min high energy disc milling process. The intermediate further decomposes over ca. 1.5 h to α-LiAB and gaseous ammonia according to Equation (3):
The last known method of synthesis of α-LiAB considers reaction of ammonia borane with metaloorganic lithium compounds: n-butyllithium [16, 17] or methyllithium [16] (Equation (4)):
α-LiAB undergoes thermal decomposition with the first step occurring at ca. 90˝C. According to Xiong et al., α-LiAB evolve 10.9 wt% of borazine-free hydrogen during a 19 h isothermal heating at 92˝C (see S2 in Supplementary Materials) [18] . α-LiAB thermally decomposes in exothermic reaction releasing 3-5 kJ/mol¨H 2 , which is significantly less than the heat evolved during decomposition of ammonia borane (´20 kJ/mol¨H 2 ) [18] . According to Wu et al., α-LiAB evolves 8.8 wt% of hydrogen at 91˝C and 10.8 wt% upon 180˝C [20] . Wu et al. [20] and Diyabalanage et al. [25] detected ammonia contamination of hydrogen desorbed upon thermolysis of α-LiAB, while Luedke et al. [86] did not observed any evolution of ammonia sampling the gas evolved through a Drägar tube detecting ammonia in the range of 10-1000 ppm. Fijalkowski et al. observed desorption of ca. 3 wt% of ammonia preceding evolution of ca. 5 wt% of hydrogen when heating α-LiAB in the temperature range of 65-95˝C [24] . This observation was correlated with the growth of ionic conductivity of the material determined from impedance spectroscopy [23] and the formation of Li(BH 3 NH 2 BH 2 NH 2 BH 3 ) salt [24, 87] . According to Fijalkowski et al., α-LiAB is unstable at room temperature and it slowly decomposes over several months giving among others Li(BH 3 NH 2 BH 2 NH 2 BH 3 ) salt [24, 87] . Regeneration of decomposed α-LiAB with gaseous hydrogen at high pressure was not achieved [18] . Tang et al. reported chemical regeneration of α-LiAB with 98% yield using combination of CH 3 OH, LiAlH 4 and NH 4 Cl [101] .
α-LiAB was studied at high pressure by Najiba et al. [102] . Surprisingly, no dihydrogen bonds were observed at the pressures up to~20 GPa [102] .
α-LiAB crystallizes in the orthorhombic space group Pbca [18] . Crystal structure of α-LiAB was solved from powder data by Xiong et al. [18] , Wu et al. [19] and Lee et al. [69] . The lattice parameters are: a = 7.1051(8) Å, b = 13.930(1) Å, c = 5.1477(7) Å, V = 509.489 Å 3 with Z = 8 [19] . Volume of a formula unit is equal to 63 Synthesis of β-LiAB considers a special 5 h regime of ball milling of a mixture containing ammonia borane and LiH in molar ratio 1:1 [20] . Firstly, as an intermediate product LiNH 2 BH 3¨N H 3 BH 3 is formed, which later reacts with LiH while yielding β-LiAB. The process proceeds according to Equation (5) . During further milling β-LiAB transforms to α-LiAB. Full phase conversion was observed after 16 h of milling. Such behavior suggests β-LiAB is less thermodynamically stable than α-LiAB. Indeed, volume per one formula unit for β-LiAB (67.7 Å 3 ) is by ca. 6% larger than that for α-LiAB, which suggests that β-LiAB is the high-temperature form.
According to Wu et al., β-LiAB exhibits essentially identical features in dehydrogenation as α-LiAB [20] . Evolution of 8.8 wt% of hydrogen contaminated with 300 ppm of ammonia was observed upon isothermal thermolysis of β-LiAB at 91˝C [20] .
β-LiAB crystallizes in the orthorhombic space group Pbca but it is not isostructural with α-LiAB [20, 21] . It was solved from powder data [20, 21] NaAB can be synthesized in a reaction of ammonia borane and NaH in molar ratio 1:1 according to reaction Equation (6) . The reaction can be carried out in THF solution in´78˝C as proposed by Degrafenreid [16] . Xiong et al. [18] conducted the same reaction in solid state in a 3 h ball milling, while Fijalkowski et al. [23] carried the milling in a high energy tungsten carbide disc mill for 3 min. NaH`NH 3 BH 3 Ñ NaNH 2 BH 3`H2 Ò
Another synthetic route described by Xiong et al. considers 20 h reaction between ammonia borane and NaNH 2 in THF according to Equation (7) [22] . Formation of NaAB ammoniate was not observed during this process.
NaAB is an off-white crystalline material that thermally decomposes via a two-step process. According to Xiong et al. [18] , NaAB evolve 7.4 wt% of pure hydrogen during isothermal heating at 89˝C (see S2 in Supplementary Materials). Further investigation of Xiong et al. [22] showed two step thermal decomposition with evolution of 4.4 wt% of borazine-free hydrogen below 87˝C when heating with a high heating rate. The second decomposition step occurs at temperatures exceeding 100˝C and results in evolution of 3.1 wt% of hydrogen together with reformation of crystalline NaH (see S4 in Supplementary Materials) [22] . Fijalkowski et al. [23] reported desorption of hydrogen contaminated with ammonia (see S5 in Supplementary Materials), which was later confirmed by Sandra et al. [98] . Luedke et al. [86] did not confirmed evolution of ammonia upon thermolysis of NaAB sampling the gas evolved through a Drägar tube detecting ammonia in the range of 10-1000 ppm. Later Fijalkowski et al. [24] observed-upon slow heating (1˝C/min) of NaAB-the evolution of 3 wt% ammonia at 50-60˝C separated from evolution of 4 wt% of hydrogen at 70-80˝C (see S7 in Supplementary Materials). Evolution of ammonia was correlated with the growth of ionic conductivity of the material determined from impedance spectroscopy and formation of the Na(BH 3 NH 2 BH 2 NH 2 BH 3 ) salt ( Figure 5 ) [24, 87] . According to Fijalkowski et al. [24] , NaAB undergoes slow spontaneous decomposition at a room temperature. Na(BH 3 NH 2 BH 2 NH 2 BH 3 ) salt can be detected in this solid residue after this slow room-temperature decomposition [87] . Regeneration of decomposed NaAB with gaseous hydrogen at high pressure was not achieved [18] .
A comprehensive high pressure study of NaAB using in situ Raman spectroscopy and DFT calculations was performed by Magoś-Palasyuk et al. [103] . An isosymmetric phase transition to α / -NaAB was observed at pressure about 3 GPa [103] .
NaAB crystallizes in the orthorhombic space group Pbca and it is isostructural with α-LiAB [18, 21] . Crystal structure of NaAB was solved from powder data by Xiong et al. [18] and Ryan [21] . Both works contain comparable data, but there are some differences between them. Xiong et al. [18] described lattice parameters and B-N bond length (1.56 Å); while Ryan [21] gave lattice parameters, atomic positions and some interatomic distances. B-N bond length (1.670 Å) derived from atomic positions given by Ryan [21] seems to be little unreasonable since it is more than 0.1 Å longer than B-N bond length observed in other alkali metal amidoboranes ( Table 3 
Potassium Amidoborane, KNH 2 BH 3 [KAB]
KAB was synthesized in a reaction of ammonia borane and KH in molar ratio 1:1 in THF by Diyabalanage et al. [25] according to reaction Equation (8) . The synthesis is carried out in THF solution at room temperature for 4 h [25] , or in THF solution at´78˝C for 48 h as described by DeGraffenreid [16] .
KH`NH 3 BH 3 Ñ KNH 2 BH 3`H2 Ò
An alternative synthetic approach described by DeGraffenreid [16] applies a 72 h reaction of metallic potassium with ammonia borane in molar ratio 1:1 in NH 3 at´78˝C according to Equation (9) . Further purification by filtration of KAB solution in NH 3 can be done [16] .
According to Diyabalanage et al. [25] , KAB undergoes a two-step decomposition steps releasing pure hydrogen: 4.0 wt% (1.5 mol equivalent H 2 ) is released at ca. 65-110˝C with a hydrogen release peak at 98˝C; and additional 2.0 wt% (0.75 mol equivalent H 2 ) evolves at ca. 110-225˝C with a peak at 179˝C (see S9 in Supplementary Materials). Unlike other alkali metal amidoboranes KAB evolves pure hydrogen [25] . KAB is stable at room temperature, in contrast to its lighter congeners. Tang et al. reported chemical regeneration of KAB with up to 98% yield using combination of CH 3 OH, LiAlH 4 and NH 4 Cl [87] .
KAB was a subject of in-situ Raman and X-ray investigation under high pressure conducted by Magoś-Palasyuk et al. [104] . From 5 GPa one of the NH bands in Raman spectrum of KAB exhibited a soft mode behavior resulting in decrease of frequency value by 150 cm´1 which is ca. three time more than that observed for ammonia borane at a comparable pressure of 25 GPa [104] . This observation can be assigned to formation of conventional hydrogen bonds between amidoborate anions in the crystal structure of KAB [104] . KAB crystallizes in the orthorhombic space group Pbca [25] but it is not isostructural with lighter alkali metal amidoboranes [18] . Crystal structure of KAB was solved from the crystals grown from diglyme/hexane by Diyabalanage et al. [25] . The lattice parameters are a = 9.4304(1) Å, b = 8.26112(1) Å, c = 17.3403(2) Å, V = 1319.42 Å 3 with Z = 16. Volume of a formula unit is equal to 82.5 Å 3 . In the lattice there are two distinct sites for every K, N and B atom. Potassium ions are in octahedral coordination of three N atoms from [NH 2 ] groups and five H atoms from three [BH 3 ] groups. The H δ+ -H δ´d istance in KAB (2.2650 Å) is much shorter than those in LiAB (2.372 Å) [18] and NaAB (2.717 Å) [18] , which may explain different dehydrogenation properties of these compounds, and evolution of pure H 2 from KAB. The B-N bond length in amidoborate anion is equal to 1.532 Å [25] , which is shorter than in ammonia borane molecules at RT (1.597 Å [3] ) and in LiAB or NaAB [18] . RbAB was synthesized by Owarzany et al. [26] from metallic rubidium and ammonia borane in molar ratio 1:1 in THF solution at room temperature in 24 h reaction according to Equation (10):
According to Owarzany et al. [26] , RbAB thermally decomposes while evolving hydrogen and significant amount of ammonia. Decomposition was observed in the temperatures of ca. 65-90˝C with 9 wt% mass loss and a hydrogen release peak at ca. 88˝C during slow heating (1˝C/min) [26] . Heating of RbAB in the range of 90-200˝C does not result in further decomposition. RbAB undergoes slow spontaneous decomposition at room temperature with formation of Rb(BH 3 NH 2 BH 2 NH 2 BH 3 ) salt [26, 92] .
RbAB crystallizes in the monoclinic space group P2 1 /c unlike other alkali metal amidoboranes which crystallize in orthorhombic system. Crystal structure was solved by Owarzany et al. from powder X-ray diffraction data [26] . The lattice parameters are: a = 6.9305 (7) CsAB was obtained by Owarzany et al. [26] from metallic cesium and ammonia borane in molar ratio 1:1 in THF solution in a 24 h reaction according to Equation (11) .
CsAB thermally decomposes in the temperature range of ca. 55-85˝C (1˝C/min) while evolving hydrogen and ammonia [26] . The process can be divided into two steps which differ in the rate of decomposition: slow mass loss of 4 wt% at ca. 55-80˝C and quick mass loss of ca. 3 wt% at 80-85˝C [26] . Further decomposition does not occur under 200˝C. CsAB slowly decomposes at a room temperature resulting in formation of the Cs(BH 3 NH 2 BH 2 NH 2 BH 3 ) salt [19, 92] .
CsAB crystallizes in orthorhombic space group Pnam. Crystal structure was solved by Owarzany et al. from X-ray powder data [26] . The lattice parameters are a = 9.1182 (8) A number of research groups tried to synthesize Mg(AB) 2 for several years but without success [19, 27, 28] (see S11 in Supplementary Materials). All of these approaches were unsuccessful because of the low reactivity of MgH 2 against ammonia borane. Mg(AB) 2 was finally synthesized by Luo et al. [29] via a two-step process. The first step involves a 2 h mechanochemical reaction of MgH 2 or metallic magnesium with ammonia borane in molar ratio 1:2, while the second key step consists of aging of the post mill mixture [29] . Synthesis of Mg(AB) 2 can be described overall by Equations (12) and (13).
Alkaline Earth Metal Amidoboranes
Mg`2NH 3 BH 3 Ñ MgpNH 2 BH 3 q 2`H2 Ò
Luo et al. [29] proposed also an alternative metathetic synthesis of Mg(AB) 2 considering mechanochemical reaction of LiAB and Mg(BH 4 ) 2 according to Equation (14) . The product of this reaction is a sticky mixture comprising only Mg(AB) 2 and LiBH 4 .
DeGraffenreid [16] described a metathetic reaction between LiAB and MgI 2 carried out in THF solution for 3-5 days with continuous stirring (Equation (15)).
Mg(AB) 2 thermally decomposes via a multi-step process while evolving pure hydrogen upon heating to 300˝C [29] . In the first step at ca. 75-110˝C Mg(AB) 2 evolves ca. 2% of hydrogen with a peak of evolution at 104˝C (see S14 in Supplementary Materials) [29] . At higher temperatures a continuous mass loss and slow evolution of hydrogen with a maximum rate at ca. 225˝C can be observed [29] . Overall mass loss is equal to 9 wt% below 300˝C [29] . Luo et al. observed no ammonia contamination of hydrogen evolved, what may result from a very strong NH 3 binding capability of Mg 2+ cations [29] .
Crystal structure of Mg(AB) 2 has not yet been determined. A computational modeling of a crystal structure of Mg(AB) 2 was performed [30] but without comparative study with experimental results of Luo et al. [29] .
Calcium Amidoborane Ca(NH
Ca(AB) 2 was obtained by Wu et al. [19] via a 60 min ball milling of CaH 2 together with ammonia borane in molar ratio 1:2 according to Equation (16) . Wu et al. reported no difference of the quality of the product when milling with graphite additive or without [19] .
Diyabalanage et al. performed synthesis of Ca(AB) 2 from CaH 2 and ammonia borane in THF solution at room temperature in molar ratio 1:2 [31] . In this reaction a THF complex of Ca(AB) 2 is formed according to Equation (17) . The complex loses most of its THF content when heated to 70˝C in vacuum (Equation (18)). THF can be completely desorbed only during thermal decomposition of Ca(AB) 2 [31] .
CaH 2`2 NH 3 BH 3`2 THF Ñ CapTHFq 2 pNH 2 BH 3 q 2`2 H 2 Ò (17)
Thermolysis of Ca(AB) 2 was described in several papers. According to Wu et al. [19] , decomposition of Ca(AB) 2 starts at ca. 80˝C, and a vigorous dehydrogenation can be observed at ca. 100˝C and ca. 140˝C. Below 250˝C, Ca(AB) 2 desorbs four equivalents of borazine-free hydrogen which corresponds to 8 wt% mass loss (see S3 in Supplementary Materials) [19] . According to Diyabalanage et al. [31] , 0.3 equivalents of hydrogen is being evolved at 90˝C, 1.1 equivalent at 120˝C, 2.4 at 150˝C and 3.6 at 170˝C (see S15 in Supplementary Materials). In summary Ca(AB) 2 desorbs 7.4 wt% of hydrogen slightly contaminated with ammonia and borazine below 170˝C which gives 90% of theoretical dehydrogenation yield [31] . According to Spielmann et al. [32] , Ca(AB) 2 undergoes a head-to-tail dimerization of amidoborate anions leading towards [HN-BH-NH-BH 3 ] 2í ons upon dehydrogenation.
Ca(AB) 2 crystallizes in the monoclinic space group C2 [19] . The crystal structure was solved by Wu et al. from X-ray powder data [19] . The lattice parameters are: a = 9.100 (2) [19] ) is shorter than in ammonia borane molecules (1.597 Å) [3] , and comparable with α-LiAB and β-LiAB (1.547) Å [18] [19] [20] . Other interatomic distances in calcium amidoborane: N-H: 1.044-1.105 Å; B-H: 1.251-1.321 Å [19] .
Strontium Amidoborane Sr(NH
Sr(AB) 2 was obtained by Zhang et al. [33] in two step process considering gentle milling of SrH 2 and ammonia borane in molar ratio 1:2 at 0˝C, followed by heating of the post milled sample at moderate conditions. The milling temperature needs to be low to avoid thermally activated decomposition of the forming product. Following heating is performed at 45˝C for 2 h to desorb two equivalents of hydrogen. Temperature of the thermal treatment cannot be too high to avoid thermal decomposition of Sr(AB) 2 . Synthesis of Sr(AB) 2 can be illustrated by the overall Equation (19) .
Sr(AB) 2 thermally decomposes at temperatures higher than 40˝C (see S17 and S18 in Supplementary Materials) [33] . Sr(AB) 2 undergoes two main decomposition steps which overlap: 40-80˝C and 80-200˝C. In the first step pure hydrogen is being released at temperature range of 40-65˝C, while at higher temperatures ammonia and diborane are clearly present in the desorbed hydrogen [33] . The second step occurs at 80-200˝C. Total mass loss of 11.2 wt% up to 200˝C was reported [33] .
Sr(AB) 2 crystallizes in monoclinic space group C2 [33] . Crystal structure of Sr(AB) 2 was solved from powder data by Zhang et al. [33] . The lattice parameters are a = 8.1660(4) Å, b = 5.0969(3) Å, c = 6.7258(4) Å, β = 94.392(4)˝, V = 279.114 Å 3 with Z = 2. Volume of a formula unit is equal to 139.6 Å 3 . Sr(AB) 2 crystallizes in the same space group as Ca(AB) 2 [19] but their atomic coordinates are quite different [33] . Positions of hydrogen atoms in the unit cell of Sr(AB) 2 were not determined [33] . Interatomic distances in strontium amidoborane: B-N: 1.528 Å; Sr-B: 3.109-3.189 Å; Sr-N: 2.681 Å [33] . Zn(AB) 2 was synthesized in a metathetic reaction of NaAB and ZnCl 2 in molar ratio 2:1 by DeGrafenreid [16] . The reaction was performed in anhydrous THF at´78˝C for several hours. The process can be described by Equation (20) . As a product of this reaction, a mixture of Zn(AB) 2 and NaCl is obtained. NaCl forms a "dead mass" that cannot be separated from Zn(AB) 2 [16] . ZnX 2`2 NaNH 2 BH 3 Ñ ZnpNH 2 BH 3 q 2`2 NaX pT ă 0˝C, X " Cl, Iq (20) Zn(AB) 2 can be also obtained in a metathetic mechanochemical reaction of NaAB and zinc halide in molar ratio 2:1, namely ZnCl 2 or ZnI 2 , as presented by Owarzany [34] . The milling was performed using cryogenic high energy disc mill at the temperature ca.´30˝C. Overall milling time did not exceed 6 min [34] . The reaction performed by Owarzany can be described by Equation (19) [34] . The product contains a mixture of Zn(AB) 2 and alkali metal halide, similarly to the product of DeGraffenreid [16] .
Zn(AB) 2 is a greyish solid which thermally decomposes below 0˝C yielding black powder which contains metallic zinc [16, 34] . Zn(AB) 2 was not investigated with the powder X-ray diffraction due to its high sensitivity to manual grinding (as required for loading of a capillary for an X-ray measurement). 3 and found a methatetic approach to be the most efficient [35, 36] . Al(AB) 3 can be obtained from light alkali metal amidoboranes (LiAB, NaAB, KAB) and AlCl 3 at low temperature according to Equation (21) [35, 36] . The product contain mixture of Al(AB) 3 and MCl "dead mass" which cannot be removed from the post-reaction mixture.
Thermal decomposition of Al(AB) 3 can be observed in the temperature range 60-290˝C resulting in evolution of pure hydrogen without contamination of ammonia. Total sample mass loss after heating to 190˝C was 6 wt% which corresponds to 4.1 molecules per formula unit (see S20 in Supplementary Materials).
Al(AB) 3 is a crystalline solid material which gives a characteristic X-ray powder pattern [35] . Crystal structure of Al(AB) 3 has not yet been reported. Y(AB) 3 was synthesized in a metathetic mechanochemical reaction of α-LiAB and yttrium chloride in molar ratio 3:1 by Genova et al. [38] . The milling was performed using high energy disc mill. The overall milling time of 9 min was divided into three 3 min sequences separated by 5 min intervals for cooling [38] . A composite of Y(AB) 3 and LiCl was obtained as a product of this reaction (Equation (22)). LiCl forms a "dead mass" and cannot be separated from the product. Y(AB) 3 constitutes only 58.4 wt% of the composite.
Y(AB) 3 thermally decomposes via a multistep process in the temperature range of 80-300˝C [38] . It evolves hydrogen contaminated with ammonia (see S21 in Supplementary Materials) [38] . This process can be divided in two stages: 80-200˝C with 3.5 wt% mass loss and ammonia contamination (ca. 6 wt% for pure Y(AB) 3 ); and 200-300˝C with 2.0 wt% mass loss and pure hydrogen (ca. 3.4 wt% for pure Y(AB) 3 ). Total mass loss detected in the full decomposition process is equal to 5.5 wt% which is higher than theoretical hydrogen capacity of the composite (4.9 wt%) due to contamination of hydrogen desorbed [38] .
Y(AB) 3 was indexed by Genova et al. in triclinic space group C2/c using form X-ray powder data using Le Bail method [38] . The lattice parameters are: a = 13.18902 (63) is less than 5% smaller than the experimental value proving correct identification of the product [38] . Crystal structure of Y(AB) 3 has not yet been determined. LiNa(AB) 2 was synthesized by Fijalkowski et al. [39] in a metathetic mechanochemical reaction from LiH, NaH and ammonia borane in molar ratio 1:1:2. A high energy disc mill was used in the milling of total time of 9 min divided into three 3 min intervals separated by 5 min intervals for cooling [39] . The reaction runs according to Equation (23) . Zhang et al. [105] conducted milling of LiH, NaH and ammonia borane in different molar ratios but no other bimetallic lithium-sodium amidoborane salt was form.
LiH`NaH`2NH 3 BH 3 Ñ LiNapNH 2 BH 3 q 2`2 H 2 Ò
Li et al. [106] obtained LiNa(AB) 2 by blending LiAB and NaAB in molar ratio 1:1 in THF, and then evaporating the THF solvent. This reaction can be described by an Equation (24) [106] . LiNa(AB) 2 cannot be obtained in reaction 24 in a mechanochemical approach [39] .
LiAB`NaAB Ñ LiNapNH 2 BH 3 q 2 pin THFq (24) LiNa(AB) 2 decomposes at elevated temperatures in two steps: 75-100˝C and 130-220˝C [39] . In the first decomposition step a 6% mass loss is observed which is attributed to evolution of hydrogen contaminated with ammonia and volatile NBH 5 by-product (see S24 in Supplementary Materials). It is worth noticing that in the temperature range ca. 75-90˝C the level of impurities evolved is significantly lower than in the temperature range 90-100˝C [39] . In the second step 3 wt% of hydrogen is evolved. Evolution of ammonia was correlated with a growth of ionic conductivity of the material as determined from impedance spectroscopy [24] and formation of Na(BH 3 NH 2 BH 2 NH 2 BH 3 ) salt [24, 87] . Total observed mass loss is equal to 9 wt% below 220˝C [39] . LiNa(AB) 2 slowly decomposes at room temperature [24] while forming Na(BH 3 NH 2 BH 2 NH 2 BH 3 ) salt [87] .
LiNa ( [106] showed a theoretical crystal structure of LiNa(AB) 2 calculated using a quasirandom structure method (SQS). Although the SQS approach failed to reproduce an actual crystal structure of LiNa(AB) 2 , it is a very promising method applicable to complex hydrides [106] . Mildly constrained interatomic distances in lithium-sodium amidoborane: N-H: 1.00-1. LiAl(AB) 4 was synthesized by Xia et al. via a mechanochemical reaction of Li 3 AlH 6 and ammonia borane [40] . Initially Xia et al. used several different molar ratios of the substrates but crystalline product was obtained only when substrates were milled in molar ratio 1:4. The milling was performed in a ball mill for 30 min with 30 min breaks. The overall milling time was 3 h [40] . A hypothetical nonbalanced reaction Equation (25) derived from the paper of Xia et al. [40] is given below:
Hawthorne et al. [35] and Hoy [37] proposed an alternative LiAl(AB) 4 synthesis from LiAlH 4 and ammonia borane in molar ratio 1:4 according to Equation (26) .
According to Xia et al. [40] , 3.85 wt% of hydrogen is being released at 82-110˝C during the first step of decomposition of the "LiAl(AB) 4 " composite. Additional 6.25 wt% of hydrogen is being evolved at temperature range of 110-175˝C. Both steps of decomposition proceed with evolution of pure hydrogen (see S26 in Supplementary Materials) [40] . LiAl(AB) 4 decomposed at 400˝C can be regenerated in a chemical way by reacting with liquid ammonia and hydrazine at 0˝C for 3 days and subsequent 12 h vacuum drying for removing of the residual ammonia [40] . According to Hawthorne et al. [35] , thermolysis of LiAl(AB) 4 occurs at 80-400˝C yielding pure hydrogen. Total observed mass loss after heating to 190˝C was 7 wt% which corresponds to 5.2 molecules per formula unit of LiAl(AB) 4 [35] .
LiAl(AB) 4 is a crystalline solid. All attempts to index the X-ray diffraction pattern and to solve the crystal structure of LiAl(AB) 4 failed, probably due to poor crystallinity of the sample [40] .
5.3.6. Sodium-Aluminum Amidoborane Composite, NaAl(NH 2 BH 3 ) 4 [NaAl(AB) 4 ] NaAl(AB) 4 was synthesized by Dovgaliuk et al. [41] via a mechanochemical reaction of NaAlH 4 and ammonia borane in molar ratio 1:4. Reaction was performed in 240 cycles of 3 min milling and 5 Tmin breaks with a 90% yield (Equation (27) ). Yield of the synthesis increases with the milling time. Traces of substrates are present in the product.
NaAl(AB) 4 decomposes while releasing borazine-and diborane-free hydrogen, contaminated with traces of ammonia and yielding crystalline NaBH 4 and an amorphous phase AlN 4 B 3 H (0-3.6) as solid residue [41] . Thermolysis of NaAl(AB) 4 occurs via two overlapping steps at 115-130˝C and 130-250˝C with a mass loss of ca. 3 wt% and ca. 6 wt% (see S28 in Supplementary Materials) [41] . Both steps are exothermic. Total observed mass loss up to 250˝C is equal to 9 wt% which corresponds to eight equivalents of hydrogen per formula unit. Isothermal treatment at 120˝C causes evolution of approximately 5.3 equivalents of hydrogen. The once decomposed NaAl(AB) 4 can be recharged (recovering about 27% of its hydrogen content) upon exposure to 150 bar H 2 pressure, but without reformation of NaAl(AB) 4 [41] . NaAl(AB) 4 crystallizes in a triclinic space group P-1 [41] . It is a second amidoborane, after LiNa(AB) 2 , indexed in triclinic crystal system. Crystal structure was solved by Dovgaliuk et al. from synchrotron diffraction powder pattern [41] . Unit cell parameters were found to be: a = 9.4352 Å, b = 7.7198 Å, c = 7.6252 Å, α = 97.211˝, β = 109.223˝, γ = 89.728˝, V = Å 3 with Z = 2. Volume of a formula unit is equal to 259.946 Å 3 . The central Al 3+ cation is coordinated by four nitrogen atoms from the [NH 2 BH 3 ]´anions, whereas Na + is octahedrally coordinated by six BH 3 groups. Moderately strong dihydrogen bonds between oppositely charged hydrogen atoms in two different amidoborate anions are found at 1.96(1)-2.28(1) Å. DFT calculations of the unit cell vectors of NaAl(AB) 4 NaMg(AB) 3 was synthesized via a mechanochemical reaction of NaMgH 3 with ammonia borane in molar ratio 1:3 by Kang et al. [42] . The milling must be followed by isothermal treatment at 45˝C overnight to complete the synthesis, according to Equation (28) . During this thermal treatment 3.4 wt% of hydrogen is being released, which corresponds to 0.8 equivalents of hydrogen per formula unit thus suggesting an incomplete conversion of substrates (this was confirmed by X-ray powder diffraction [42] ). NaMgH 3`3 NH 3 BH 3 Ñ NaMgpNH 2 BH 3 q 3`3 H 2 Ò
NaMg(AB) 3 thermally decomposes via a slightly endothermic process (3.4 kJ/mol H 2 ) at temperature range of 75-225˝C. The process can be divided into two overlapping steps where intense hydrogen evolution starts at 140˝C. Traces of ammonia in the hydrogen stream are seen in the temperature range 100-170˝C. Total observed mass loss is 7.4 wt% which is equal to five equivalents of hydrogen per formula unit. Interestingly, a milled composite NaMgH 3 /3AB which was not treated at 45˝C is able to rapidly evolve 9.8 wt% of pure hydrogen during 2 min isothermal heating at 80˝C (see S29 in Supplementary Materials) [42, 43] . NaBH 4 was detected in the products of the thermal decomposition of NaMg(AB) 3 [42] .
The X-ray powder pattern of NaMg(AB) 3 was indexed by Kang et al. [42] to a monoclinic unit cell with lattice parameters: a = 17.011 Å, b = 9.432 Å, c = 9.398 Å, β = 115.99˝, V = 1355.3 Å 3 . Possible space groups are P2 1 (No. 4) and P2 1 /m (No. 11). Full crystal structure of NaMg(AB) 3 KMg(AB) 3 was obtained by Kang et al. [43] in reaction of KMgH 3 and ammonia borane in molar ratio of 3:1. The milling needs to be followed by isothermal treatment in 45˝C for 10 h to complete reaction presented in Equation (29) . Milling was performed in six 10 min intervals separated by 5 min pauses to ensure steady temperature of reaction [43] .
KMg(AB) 3 undergoes thermal decomposition in the temperature range of 75-225˝C similarly to NaMg(AB) 3 [43] . A milled composite KMgH 3 /3AB which was not treated at 45˝C (i.e., not KMg(AB) 3 ) evolves ca. 10 wt% of hydrogen contaminated with traces of ammonia (released in the temperature range 100-180˝C) [43] . The composite can rapidly evolve 9.3 wt% of pure hydrogen during 2 min isothermal heating at 80˝C [43] . Data for thermolysis of pure KMg(AB) 3 are not available in the literature.
KMg(AB) 3 is a crystalline solid. All attempts to index the X-ray diffraction pattern and to solve the crystal structure of KMg(AB) 3 Synthesis of RbMg(AB) 3 was described by Kang et al. [43] . It involves a mechanochemical reaction between RbMgH 3 and ammonia borane in molar ratio of 3:1. The overall milling time was 1 h, which was divided into 10 min intervals. The obtained powder was afterwards heated to 45˝C to increase reaction efficiency. The 10 h lasting thermal treatment caused evolution of 0.83 equivalent of H 2 per AB molecule, which means that the synthesis was not complete. The synthesis can be described by the simplified reaction Equation (30) . 
RbMg(AB) 3 thermally decomposes in the temperature range of 75-225˝C similarly to NaMg(AB) 3 and KMg(AB) 3 [43] . A milled composite RbMgH 3 /3AB which was not treated at 45˝C (i.e., not RbMg(AB) 3 ) evolves ca. 8 wt% of hydrogen contaminated with traces of ammonia (released 100-180˝C) [43] . The RbMgH 3 /3AB composite can rapidly evolve 6.2 wt% of pure hydrogen during 2 min isothermal heating at 80˝C [43] . Data for thermolysis of pure RbMg(AB) 3 are not available.
RbMg(AB) 3 is a crystalline solid. All attempts to index the X-ray diffraction pattern and to solve the crystal structure of RbMg(AB) 3 4 was synthesized via a mechanochemical reaction by Wu et al. [44] . A mixture of NaH, MgH 2 and ammonia borane in molar ratio 1:1:2 was ball milled for 80 min. Reaction can be presented as Equation (31) . Unreacted substrates were present in the product apart from Na 2 Mg(AB) 4 [44, 45] . The first decomposition step is seen in the temperature range of 65-150˝C and results in evolution of 2 wt% of hydrogen. The process proceeds slowly until ca. 120˝C when a rapid hydrogen evolution is observed. The second decomposition step yields 6.4 wt% mass loss in the form of hydrogen gas in the temperature range of 150-200˝C. Na 2 Mg(AB) 4 crystallizes in tetragonal space group I4 1 /a. The crystal structure was solved by Wu et al. form X-ray powder data resulting a unit cell with lattice parameters a = 9.4134(17) Å, c = 12.7221(23) Å, V = 1127.33 Å 3 with Z = 4 [45] . Volume of formula unit is equal to 281. 83 3 and KH in molar ratio 1:1; the synthesis proceeds according to the reaction Equation (33) . Milling was performed under argon atmosphere for 10 h. Separation of K 2 Mg(AB) 4 from Mg(NH 2 ) 2 after milling was impossible. The post milled product contains 20.4 wt% Mg(NH 2 ) 2 as a "dead mass". 2MgpNH 2 BH 3 q 2¨N H 3`2 KH Ñ K 2 MgpNH 2 BH 3 q 4`M gpNH 2 q 2`2 H 2 Ò
The as prepared K 2 Mg(AB) 4 /Mg(NH 2 ) 2 composite decomposes with evolution of both hydrogen and ammonia [45] . Chua, et al. reported 3.7 wt% mass loss up to 150˝C mainly related to NH 3 release. Further decomposition occurs at 150-200˝C with hydrogen evolution peak at 158˝C and a concomitant mass loss of ca. 4.4 wt%. This process is endothermic (+7.0 kJ/mol H 2 ). Total mass loss of ca. 7 wt% up to 285˝C was observed, which corresponds to 9.7 equivalents of hydrogen per formula unit of the composite K 2 Mg(NH 2 BH 3 ) 4 /Mg(NH 2 ) 2 (see S32 in Supplementary Materials) [45] . K 2 Mg(AB) 4 was determined by Chua, et al. to crystallize in tetragonal space group I4 1 /a [45] . K 2 Mg(AB) 4 is isostructural to Na 2 Mg(AB) 4 
Conclusions
In this review paper, we have presented an overview of mono-and bimetallic amidoboranes. We have described their crystal structures, lattice connectivity, and crystal packing, as well as their thermal analysis, and the vibrational and NMR spectra. These compounds are hydrogen-rich and they evolve substantial amounts of hydrogen upon mild heating. As such, they are promising candidates for solid state hydrogen source for automotive use. However, their thermal decomposition is usually exothermic or only mildly endothermic, so their on-board regeneration using compressed H 2 gas is not possible, and they require off-board chemical recharging. The issue of impurities of H 2 gas also requires solving before these systems find any practical applications.
A large number of quasi-binary metal amidoboranes including those of Be, Ba, Sc, Ga, and many transition metals still awaits synthesis. Moreover, modifications of the amidoborane anion are possible (such as substituting hydridic H atom to halogens, and protic H atoms to alkyl or aryl substituents), and only some of these have been attempted in order to modify the chemical properties of the resulting compounds. It seems that the forthcoming years will bring further developments in this field, and possibly the concomitant improvement of selected key parameters related to hydrogen storage properties of these compounds.
Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2073-4352/6/8/88/s1, Selected figures illustrating properties of: α-LiAB [18, 19, 26] , NaAB [18, [22] [23] [24] 26] , KAB [25, 26] , RbAB [26] , CsAB [26] , Mg(AB) 2 [28, 29] , Ca(AB) 2 [19, 31, 32] , Sr(AB) 2 [33] , Zn(AB) 2 [34] , Al(AB) 3 [35] , Y(AB) 3 [38] , LiNa(AB) 2 [24, 39] , LiAl(AB) 4 [40] , NaAl(AB) 4 [41] , NaMg(AB) 3 [42] , Na 2 Mg(AB) 3 [44, 45] , K 2 Mg(AB) 3 [45] .
